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When the child molestation and murder issue arose from the city of Kasur, Paki-
stani media simply went after the story in a kind of frenzy and, in those days, there 
seemed to be nothing else of interest on the TV channels and in the print media 
except how the little girl Zainab was kidnapped and where her body was located a 
few days later. The incident created a huge public reaction and the people rose to 
protest in a very ferocious manner against the crime and the careless attitude of the 
police. The media was again on hand to cover all that happened, right from street 
protests to expressions of grief on TV channels in discussions, interviews and beep-
ers. It seemed that such a crime had occurred for the first time in Pakistan.

True that the Zainab incident was gruesome and called for expression of mass 
anger and a massive public expression of grief. But was it the only one? Had similar 
incidences not occurred before? Have atrocities not continued to be committed 
against all sections of society over the years and continue to be committed? In 
Kasur alone, several other similar incidents are reported to have occurred during 
2017. It is a pity though that no one has taken any notice of these incidents and the 
culprits go unpunished because they have not been pursued the way the perpetra-
tor of the crime in the Zainab case was hunted down and is said to have been finally 
nailed. The other cases that were reported were also from Kasur. What about the 
rest of Pakistan?  Is everything hunky dory in the country? Does it not fall upon the 
law enforcement authorities all over the country to mount investigations into the 
prevailing  crime situation in their respective regions and identify crimes, whether of 
a similar nature or otherwise?

At the time the kidnapping and killing of Zainab was being reported, another small 
girl who was similarly kidnapped and murdered, was Asma in Mardan. After the 
national frenzy about Zainab died down and the fact that her killer was nabbed, the 
media began to focus on the Mardan child. Where was all this leading to? It was 
obvious that the police and other investigating authorities were treating the case as 
routine but was some kind of a national policy being formulated to prevent future 
incidents? There was no evidence of the provincial authorities getting together and 
chalking out a strategy that would deter such crimes in the long run. The federal 
government also did not seem to be bothered much and was not seen to be lead-
ing the way and putting together a national strategy to deal with the spread of such 
criminal activities across the country.

The Punjab government needs to be commended for putting together a team 
that dealt with the Kasur incident in a systematic manner and conducted a forensic 
investigation and other behind-the-scenes investigations that led to the arrest of 
the criminal. There was no evidence, however, that similar investigations had been 
initiated against the other cases occurring in Kasur or in other cities across the land.  
It was also pathetic to see that the Punjab government took uncalled for political 
advantage from  its success in cracking open the Zainab case and went far enough 
when the Punjab Chief Minister addressed a press conference to announce his gov-
ernment’s success and openly applauded the investigation agencies that solved the 
mystery. The pertinent question was that had the Chief Minister and his team also 
reprimanded the investigation team when they failed to solve other similar crimes?

Perhaps, it is a sad reflection on the state of affairs that despite the pits that the 
country has sunken into, while it is the duty of the government and its agencies to 
investigate and solve crimes, what it ends up doing is thumping backs of those who 
solve a crime while those who don’t are never taken to task. No attention is paid to 
the thousands of crimes that go unreported or are reported but continue to beg for 
action because the responsible people never get to the bottom or are simply not 
bothered.

The media also needs to play a more responsible role in this respect. TV channels 
climb over each other to comprehensively report such incidents and join the race 
to approach the story from different angles to increase their ratings. Those who 
make it their business to discuss and comment on the crime devote a lot of time 
in undertaking discussions on TV. But it all passes after the initial frenzy is over and 
the social fabric continues to deteriorate because no one is really bothered and the 
criminals in society carry on regardless.

Misplaced Frenzy

Javed Ansari
Editor
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Readers’ Thoughts

Negative Media
This is regarding the last cover story - ‘Freedom 

from Press’. Media has always played a vital role in our 
lives. But these days, it only appears to be in the race 
of breaking the news first, the consequences of which 
are not too good. The media should convey positive 
news and must avoid content related to violence as this 
manipulates the minds of the young and impacts the 
overall audience.

Farzana Rasheed,
Karachi.

Losing Her
Another renowned personality left us in the 

early days of the new year. A familiar face for 
everyone, Zubaida Tariq was known for her 
unique cooking shows and served as a mentor 
to thousands of people who learned to cook by 
watching her show ‘Hum Masala’. She became 
also the household name due to her recipes and 
home remedies.

She will be remembered for her discipline and for inculcating 
positive attitudes in the youth of the country. She passed away 
after suffering a heart attack. There is no denying the fact that a 
person like her will be missed. 

Namra Munawwar,
Lahore.

Unhealthy
Food Ads

Advertising of fast foods has 
a strong impact on the develop-
ment of children and makes them 
more prone to eating unhealthy 
junk food. Doctors are also not at 
all happy with this as they believe 
that food commercials on TV 
disproportionately stimulate the 
brains of overweight teenagers, 
suggesting they mentally adopt 

unhealthy eating 
habits. Often, 
children between 
7 and 10 are not 
aware of what 
they are watch-
ing which is why 
parents need to 

be more vigilant. They must see 
that their children watch healthy 
material and are not carried away 
by catchy food ads.

Zainab Mansoor,
Peshawar.

Online Fraud
E-commerce is on the rise these days which is probably a good sign for 

the economy. But many online shopping portals have failed to fulfill consum-
er rights. There are many instances where the customer orders a product 
and the payment is transferred successfully but as soon as the delivery date 
arrives, the costumer is informed that the delivery cannot be made and a 
refund would be provided. This essentially means that the company had de-
posited cash in their accounts for a few weeks and in the end disappointed 
them. The Pakistan Telecommunication Authority (PTA) should make some 
laws to protect customer rights and also enable a complaint management 
system similar to the one used in other countries.

Mohib Akhtar,

Karachi.

More Impact
US President Donald Trump called Je-

rusalem the capital of Israel on December 
6 and began the process of moving his 
country’s embassy to the city. The move 
sparked global condemnation from world 
leaders. The world’s Muslim population has 
been perturbed in particular by this move 
as the city of Jerusalem is close to their 
hearts and its subjugation by Israel cannot 
be tolerated under any circumstances. 
However, the Pakistani news media, par-

ticularly the electronic 
media, does not seem 
to be giving the issue 
the kind of attention 
that it deserves. Only 
lip service is paid to the 
matter by the Pakistani 
media and the impor-
tance of the problem 
is not conveyed to the 
people. This must be corrected and the 
Jerusalem issue must be conveyed with 
much more prominence and impact or 

Pakistan would be failing in its duty to sup-
port a genuine cause.

Saleh Muhammad,
Islamabad.
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Who Said That!

There is nothing wrong with 
intellectual differences flowing 
from freedom of thought as 
long as such differences remain 
confined to intellectual debates. 
– Pervez Musharraf, Former 
President of Pakistan

For me, the level of 
responsibility is measured 
by the ability of one to face 
the decision-making process 
without delays or distractions. 
– Abdul Qadeer Khan, 
Physicist

In the 21st century, it is 
inconceivable to run an institution 
which does not embrace the 
fundamental principles of 
representation and accountability 
with periodic elections and fixed 
term and rotation. 
– Maleeha Lodhi, Diplomat

As a visual artist it has 
been very exciting for me to 
come out of the white cube. 
Working in collaboration with 
performance artistes has 
brought new juxtapositions. – 
Nalini Malini, Artist

No country is more interested 
in Afghan peace than us, as we 
know that peace in Afghanistan 
means peace in Pakistan. – 
Major General Asif Ghafoor, 
DG ISPR

I hope football does not end 
up paying me a World Cup 

in 2018. – Lionel Messi, 
Footballer

Learning how to target 
audiences can be difficult 
without knowing how to 
research, so we mostly 
draw from past campaigns 
to see what works and 
what makes people 
tick.– Lorrie Walker, PR 
Professional

Being understood 
is not the most 
essential thing in 
life.
 – Jodie Foster, 
Actor

Writing a novel is the best way 
I know of exploring an idea, a 
place, a time. 
– Kamila Shamsi, Writer

A lot of people think it 
takes a man to fight 
on the streets but 
boxing teaches you 
to walk away from 
fights on the streets.
 – Amir Khan, Boxer
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Corporate Moves

Miftah Ismail has been appointed as Advisor to the 
Prime Minister for finance, revenue and economic 
affairs by the federal government. Ismail holds a PhD 
degree from The Wharton School of the University of 
Pennsylvania in public finance and political economy. 
He has also worked with the International Monetary 
Fund as an economist in the early 1990s before 
returning to Pakistan to work for his family business 
in 1993. He has served as the Chairman of the Board 
of Investment (BOI) from January 2014 to July 2017 
before being appointed as Special Assistant.

Yao Jing, a seasoned diplomat, has been appointed 
as Chinese Ambassador to Pakistan by President Xi 
Jinping. The appointment was made after approval 
from the Standing Committee of the National 
People’s Congress. Yao Jing has been posted in 
Pakistan for the third time. He has an emotional 
attachment with country and wishes to serve his 
country’s interests as best as he can. Before this, he 
was Ambassador to Afghanistan.

Muhammad Zafar Haider Jappa has returned to 
the Pakistan Human Development Fund as Chief 
Executive Officer. Earlier, he was posted as secretary 
at the Federal Board of Revenue. He is a graduate 
of the Potsdam University in Germany and also 
attended the Institute of Business Administration in 
Karachi, Government College University, Lahore and 
the Geneva Centre for Security Policy, Switzerland. 
After a posting at the Inland Revenue Service, he 
served in senior positions in the Punjab government, 
the Prime Minister’s Office and Ministry of Housing 
and Works.

Nakul Chopra has been elected as Chairman 
of the Broadcast Audience Research Council 
(BARC) of India along with holding his duties 
as the President of the Advertising Agencies 
Association of India (AAAI) and a Senior 
Advisor at Publicis Communications. Besides 
Publicis, Chopra has also worked as the 
Executive Vice President at Grey Worldwide.

Arash Azarbarzin has been appointed as 
the President of SH Group, New York. He 
will oversee all operations and expansions 
for SH group. He has more than 30 years of 
industry experience and spent several years in 
leadership roles at W Hotels & Resorts.

Khawaja Tajammul Hussain, the Head of 
Human Resource Department, Sindh Bank has 
been awarded a fellowship at the Institute of 
Bankers Pakistan (IBP). This is in recognition 
of his professional services to the banking 
industry. Hussain started his banking career in 
January 1983 and joined Sindh Bank Limited 
in November 2010. He was associated 
with NDFC/NBP. He has worked with PICIC 
Commercial Bank and Mybank Ltd.

Khuram Rahat, known for his contributions 
to Pakistan’s IT industry, has been appointed 
Head of Data as a Service at Telenor Pakistan. 
Rahat was previously responsible for strategic 
direction and management as Managing 
Director Teradata Pakistan, Afghanistan, and 
Bangladesh. He is an experienced industry 
player with over 24 years of proven leadership. 
He holds a master’s degree in business 
administration from IBA, Karachi where he has 
also served as a teacher.
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Free Advertising?
What? Are millions and billions invested into advertising going to waste? According to 

one recent study, consumers have always liked what they have heard about products or 
services. They are said to prefer opinions expressed directly to them. Marketers may spend 
millions of dollars on elaborate advertising campaigns, yet often what really makes up a per-
son’s mind is not only simple - but also free. Yes, a word-of-mouth recommendation from a 
trusted source. It seems word-of-mouth cuts through the barrage of traditional marketing, is 
quick and more effective. May be if Pakistani advertisers understood this, it would be end to 
all the ad ‘breaks’ on TV and we would get our TV programmes uncluttered.

The Art of TV Hosting
Meera has tried everything. Now she will 

try her hand at hosting a TV programme. 
The format will be based on her interview-
ing well-known people. Apparently, these 
days the list of people to be interviewed 
is being finalized and Meera too is doing 
some homework. What will win ratings for 
the programme if and when it goes on air? 
Will it be her guests, her style of doing the 
interviews or her use of the English language 
flawlessly?

Trump On Fire
After a year on the job, US President Donald Trump is either going 

down in flames or is totally on fire. It is said that the Time Magazine 
Jan 22 cover pleases both Trump haters and lovers.

Time’s cover story, by Michael Duffy and Nancy Gibbs, is titled 
“The Unpresident: Why Donald Trump Will Never Change,” and 
mentions Michael Wolff’s best-seller “Fire and Fury: Inside the Trump 
White House.”

There is no sign that the book will change Trump though he 
seems to be clearly obsessed with its details and conclusions. The 
flames on the Time cover refer to Wolff’s book, the title of which – 
Fire and Fury - is probably a take-off from Trump’s comment that 
North Korea would be “met with fire and fury like the world has 
never seen” if it continued to threaten the United States.

Cost of a Role
Looks like money can buy you a juicy role. 

That’s why when Indian actress Vidya Balan 
and her husband bought the rights to Sagarika 
Ghose’s book – ‘Indira – India’s most Powerful 
Prime Minister,’ there were no problems about 
the main role. It was a given that whenever a 
film or a web series is made on the book, Vidya 
will play Indira. Very convenient.

Welcome Back!
British boxer Amir Khan and his 

family are said to have welcomed 
back Faryal into the family fold. Issues 
had cropped up between the two 
when Amir’s family objected to her 
western dresses. Looks like now they 
have accepted the way Faryal is and 
all is hunky dory.

The Ordeal
Pakistani actress Saba says when she 

was shooting for Hindi Medium with Ir-
rfan Khan, she had problems for being a 
Pakistani. It happened in Tbilisi, Georgia, 
where she was shooting a song with Irrfan 
Khan. At the airport, while all the Indian 
crew went ahead, she was detained and 
was thoroughly checked. For her it was very 
embarrassing and humiliating just because 
she was a Pakistani.
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There are women (albeit a handful) heading 
agencies as well as media buying houses. In 
the larger scheme of things, women are also 
being inducted in corporate boards as part 
of diversity drives and good corporate gover-
nance. However, the numbers are still dismal. 
A Business Recorder news report states that 
21 out of 559 (only 4%) companies listed on 
the Pakistan Stock Exchange (PSX) have a 

woman director on their boards.  Research 
shows that businesses with women on their 
boards perform better and deliver higher 
returns than those with an all male compo-
sition. Moreover, businesses with women 
directors are also associated with improved 
decision-making and lower corruption.

On May 24, 2017, the Pakistan Parlia-
ment passed the Companies Act requiring 

women’s representation on public company 
boards in keeping with SECP requirements. 
This is a welcome step in the right direction 
and will encourage larger representation of 
women on these boards. But a lot more 
needs to be done to deliver effective change.

So how do we build an eco-system where 
women are encouraged and enabled in the 
corporate workplace?

Women Should Matter
By Seema Jaffer, CEO, Bond Advertising

Seema Jaffer

W
omen are woefully 
underrepresented in 
the corporate work-
place globally and even 
more so in Pakistan. As 

women move up the corporate ladder the 
disparity becomes more evident.  

There are inherent biases towards the 
advancement of women in the corporate 
sector. These start from in-built attitudes 
where women are stereotyped in traditional 
roles as wives and mothers with little room 
for building careers. In fact, women who 
pursue corporate careers are labeled as ag-
gressive, bossy and overly ambitious (read 
nasty). The other issue that women face is 
a bias towards being able to manage both 
home and career. Employers are wary of 
a high turnover with women as they feel 
women leave their jobs as soon as they get 
married and have children. The fact of the 
matter is that in this day and age, there is 
as high a turnover of men in the workplace 
as women. In fact, economic circumstanc-
es as well as higher levels of education are 
seeing more and more women entering 
the corporate sector in Pakistan. The real 
challenge still remains of climbing up the 
corporate ladder to positions of higher 
management.

In the advertising workplace, women were 
traditionally employed in the creative field as 
copywriters, visualizers, designers, etc. How-
ever, now the trend is changing with women 
working in client service and marketing roles. 
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Firstly, the social stigma attached to wom-
en in the workplace needs to be addressed. 
Strong women leaders as role models need 
to be promoted to build a positive image of 
female leadership. The media can play an 
important role in this regard. Similarly, the 
projection of women on TV and in films and 
advertising should also sensitize audiences.

Gender equality must be made a top busi-
ness priority within the corporate workplace. 
This will require sensitization, training, educa-
tion and legislation at the very least.

There needs to be a reinforcement of 
policies within organisations with zero toler-
ance to sexual harassment in the workplace. 
Mentorship programs for women need to be 
set up. Compensation packages for women 
need to be equal to those of their male 
counterparts. Women need to know they are 
valued.

Education and training of women needs 
to be made a priority by the Government. 
Women are a valuable resource that is 
underutilized and policies and programmes 
to develop this resource are extremely es-
sential.

Flexibility in working hours needs also to 
be encouraged to motivate more women 

to take up larger roles and continue their 
careers uninterrupted. Some inspirational 
women who have made it to the top in Cor-
porate Pakistan include Musharaf Hai, CEO 
Loreal Pakistan, Sima Kamil, President UBL, 
Shazia Syed, Chairperson Unilever Paki-
stan, Roshaneh Zafar of Kashf Foundation, 
Sultana Siddiqui, President Hum TV and Dr 
Shamshad Akhtar, former Governor of the 
State Bank of Pakistan, to name a few. The 

list has numerous other remarkable women 
but this is just a drop in the ocean.

Unless we build an enabling environment 
for women, give them equal access to op-
portunities and build a workplace that is fair 
and inclusive, we will continue to lag behind 
the rest of the world in realizing our true 
potential in the world economy.

 It’s about time we let Pakistani women 
know that they truly matter.

Seema Jaffer went to Mount Holyoke College, USA and pursued academic instruc-
tion in politics, economics, literature, film and all things wonderful. Her background 
combines socio-economic development with expertise in communications.  When she 
joined the advertising business, it was love at first sight!  She wore many hats covering 
creative, media, strategy and client relations. She produced a show on advertising - 
The Big Idea - which won her the “Exceptional Contribution Award” from the Pakistan 
Advertising Association.

Seema taught, spoke in, wrote and produced many campaigns. Her favourite was 
an AIDS Awareness campaign for public health. She won awards and lectured at 
various educational institutions. She has also served as a council member for the 
Marketing Association of Pakistan and Special Olympics Pakistan and is on the govern-
ing board of APWA RLCC (Raana Liaquat Ali Khan Craft Colony). She is currently an 
Executive Council Member of the Pakistan Advertising Association. Her pro bono com-
munication work has involved her with a number of organisations such as TCF, Special 
Olympics, APWA RLCC and Karawan e Hayat. She runs Bond Advertising which 
enables her to continue her love affair with advertising.

Dr. Shamshad Akhtar

Mehreen Syed  and Musharaf Hai

Sima Kamil

Sultana Siddiqui

Shazia Syed

Roshaneh Zafar



T
he need for inclusion of women 
in professional fields has been 
a subject that has received a 
great deal of attention for several 
decades. Despite accounting 

for half the world’s working-age population, 
up until a few years ago women not only 
remained a minority in the workforce but 
were also either grossly underrepresented or 
completely absent from leadership posi-
tions, hardly on the board and rarely spotted 
in CEO Clubs. Whilst the business case for 
diversity and balanced workforce has always 
been well advocated, progress has only 
picked up recently.

The momentum accelerated when senior 
leaders from key businesses, all men, were 
thrown into the spotlight. The HeForShe 
campaign aimed to ensure that tangible 
commitments were made and big companies 
adopted inclusive policies that went beyond 
lip service to attract and, more importantly, 
retain female employees. A surgical approach 
to understand why, unlike their male coun-
terparts, equally competent women were 
not rising to top positions helped uncover 
the many biases that prevail unnoticed. For 
the first time, an actionable agenda was 
developed. This helped set the tone and 
provided steps that companies big or small 
could easily implement to eliminate gender 
bias during recruitment and the subsequent 
employment journey.

The trends in Pakistan have remained 
more or less the same as global - slow but 
picking up. To be honest, there still aren’t as 
many businesses offering the bare minimum 
facilities such as on-site day care, flexi tim-
ings and extended maternity leave options to 
attract diverse employees. However, the ac-
knowledgement of a lack of gender balance 
is obviously growing along with a burning 
desire to do something about it. The multi-
nationals in Pakistan have certainly played 
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Positive, Visible and 
Gratifying 

By Sadia Dada – Director Communications, K-Electric

All major studies demonstrate that gender parity leads 
to economic prosperity across nations. This also applies 
within companies: those with more women on their boards 
delivered a 36 per cent better return on equity during 2010-
2015 than those groups lacking board diversity, according 
to MSCI, the index provider.

Sadia Dada
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their part to raise the bar. The maternity 
policies and career break options that MNCs 
have introduced in the country are being 
replicated by many local outfits. We now see 
more women in senior roles and even one 
woman on the management committee. The 
number, however, hovers at just one for the 
majority of these companies which is still a 
far cry from accurate representation. Very few 
businesses have more than one female on 
their board or in a senior management role. 
With almost 60% female leadership, Unilever 
Pakistan is an exception and perhaps one of 
the most diverse publicly listed companies in 
the country.

True progress will occur when you can no 
longer cite exceptions. That is, when a ‘she’ 
is not the only CEO in her industry, when 
boards, chambers and industrial forums have 
more than one woman seated at the table, 
when female presence and representation 
becomes the norm and you can no longer 
count them on your fingers. In a 2015 study 
by the International Labour Organization, 
Pakistan ranked amongst the lowest for 
female management numbers, with only 3% 
of management positions held by women. 
I look forward to the next study because I 
am certain between then and now we have 
made some headway. Since the ILO report, 
Sima Kamil took the reins at UBL, Shazia is 
at the helm at UPL and many more women 
entrepreneurs have come to the forefront, 
especially in tech and SME, due to the strong 
support provided by women leaders such 
as Jehan Ara, Roshaneh Zafar, Sharmeen 
Obaid, Kulsoom Lakhani and many more!

At K-Electric, the city we serve is the most 
diverse metropolis in the country. With more 

than 300 women in management posi-
tions, we also have a very clear road map 
to ensure a balanced workforce and even 
a better working environment for women in 
our organization. This has ensured female 
representation in all areas of business, rang-
ing from power generation plants to business 
finance and supply chain to transmission.  KE 
also supports working mothers in continuing 
their professional growth through a ‘Childcare 
Assistance’ policy and maternity leave up to 
6 months, designed to ease transition back 
into the workplace. KE won the Diversity & 
Inclusion Award during the Global Diversity 
& Inclusion Benchmarks Conference (GDIC) 
2017 for proactive focus on diversity and 
inclusion initiatives across the company in a 
sustainable manner.

A recent initiative to create women lead-
ers at KE is our collaboration with Elevate, 
CIRCLE Pakistan’s flagship campaign that 
accelerates women’s economic inclusion and 
empowerment.

With the ascent of more women in vis-
ible or leadership positions in Pakistan and 
globally, there is no doubt that the drive has 
continued to get better and has produced 

stronger advocates. In addition to the mul-
tiplier effect, this has also led to two brilliant 
consequences. One - women aiming for 
leadership positions have access to female 
mentors and a chance to introspect on 
honing their own leadership traits and skills. 
“Speak up, get a seat at the table, raise your 
hand, raise your voice” are some excellent, 
obvious-in-hindsight tips that successful 
women like Cheryl Sandberg are driving 
through the very effective and powerful Lean 
in concept. 

Second, there has been a call out to 
professions with least female representation 
such as finance, oil and gas, legal, aviation as 
well as the armed forces. There is now also 
a critical voice challenging what are deemed 
as ‘men only’ roles and more recently there 
has been a calling out on all-male or male 
dominated speaker panels and events. 

It is refreshing to witness and be part of a 
world where women are empowering each 
other to speak up, be bold and be in charge 
of their professional growth and have greater 
access to opportunities. We are not there yet, 
but the progress is certainly positive, visible 
and gratifying.

Sadia Dada - Director Communications, K-Electric
Sadia Dada is responsible for driving KE’s Corporate Brand Reputation & Strategy through 

Media, Internal and External Communications and Digital Platforms. Prior to joining K-Elec-
tric, Sadia headed Corporate Affairs at Unilever Pakistan. With more than a decade of multi-
sectoral experience in PR, corporate communications and media, Sadia has worked directly 
with some of the top employers and brands across various sectors from Nestle to Mobilink 
(Jazz) and managed corporate PR accounts of various companies and financial institutions. 
Sadia has worked in PR for CMC besides also producing and directing TV shows during her 
brief stint with Hum TV. She runs a private philanthropic initiative Maid to Shop to educate 
underprivileged girls and create awareness about issues of domestic workers.

K-Electric hosted CIRCLE’s Elevate sessions attended by Current and Future Women leaders from various organizations. Led by Sadaffe Abid, CIRCLE Pakistan of-
fers excellent insights and opportunities for businesses and companies looking to advanced women’s economic participation and empowerment through innovative 

entrepreneurship and leadership labs, advocacy campaigns and research.
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Women are coming up in Pakistan’s 
corporate world and there are more 

CEOs or board members of Pakistani and 
multinational companies now than there 
were ever before. Pakistani women are 
more visible in other fields as well. What 
is this attributable to? Have the various 
sectors suddenly opened their doors to let 
in more females? Are diversity employment 
policies of many companies and organiza-
tions become more liberal? Or is it that 
these women were always a highly qualified 
and competent lot. How they have broken 
the ranks and some have reached the top 
on sheer merit?

 Perhaps the task has been doubly dif-
ficult in the male-dominated environment in 
Pakistan than it may have been in the West 
or even in India. Running a company, flying 
a jet or even reaching senior positions in 
the armed forces was always deemed to 

be a man’s domain. Women were perhaps 
okay as secretaries, telephone operators 
and, at the most, heads of HR, but to think 
of a woman as a dependable airline pilot, 
the CEO of a major company or a 2-star 
general – well, that was not on. 

Though there have always been women 
parliamentarians in Pakistan but female 
participation received a big fillip in the days 
when Pervez Musharraf was in power. 
There were more women in the assemblies 
and senate than ever before and more 
women entered the process of local bodies 
right down to the level of councilors. Earlier, 
woman participation had increased when 
Benazir Bhutto became Pakistan’s prime 
minister – the first woman to hold the post 
not only in Pakistan but in the entire Muslim 
world. Subsequently, it was during Asif 
Zardari’s presidency that Fehmida Mirza be-
came the Speaker of the National Assembly 

– again a first for any woman in Pakistan. A 
good tradition has also been set by Mohtar-
ma Fatima Jinnah, Begum Rana Liaquat Ali 
Khan and Justice Nasira Iqbal.

For some reason, women in Pakistan 
were never considered to have the regained 
capabilities. This is of course not to say 
there was a dearth of women as leaders in 
any field. Right from Begum Ikramullah to 
Dr. Maleeha Lodhi, the list is endless. In the 
world of journalism, fine examples were set 
by many outstanding women. The fear-
less Razia Bondrey (then Bhatti) was editor 
of The Herald and then Newsline and she 
could be cowed down by no one.

There were of course so many other 
active women, some on merit, some not. 
For example, there was the case of a 
female customs officer doing her duty at 
the Karachi Port. It was a fact that a file for 
a container imported under the Transfer 

Woman Power!Woman Power!
By Javed Ansari

Cover Story

Maheen Rahman, CEO, Alfalah GHP
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of Residence facility couldn’t get past her 
desk unless a certain amount was not 
passed on to her staff. And this was way 

back in the 80s!
Now there are more women visible 

almost in all areas. The country may still be 
away by a few years from the day when it 
will have women train or bus drivers but 
there are already women airline pilots. In 
fact, no one is surprised when a woman’s 
voice crackles on your plane’s cabin inter-
com during a morning flight from Karachi 
to Islamabad on a wide-bodied jet. She is 
the first officer and is making an official an-
nouncement about the flight, telling you all 
about the temperature outside, the weather 
ahead and the rest. On the return flight the 
same evening, you find that very young lady 
in airline uniform slumped in a seat in the 
cabin after a hard day’s work.

There was a time when there were wom-
an working for various arms of the Pakistan 
armed forces as commissioned officers in 
the education and health departments and 
later as software engineers. Subsequently, 
many female officers in the Pakistan Army 
rose to the rank of major general (2 stars). 
It is also not uncommon to find middle-level 
female officers in the Pakistan Navy or Paki-
stan Air Force performing ground-based 
duties though soon they may even be given 
command-level posts. For obvious reasons, 

they may never be drawn 
into combat jobs but there 
could be female base 

commanders in the 
PAF, female corps 
commanders in the 
Pakistan Army or 
female captains of 
ships in the Paki-
stan Navy or even 

the merchant navy.
As it is, besides being 

airline pilots and flying heavy jet airliners, 
women have also come up as jet pilots in 
the Pakistan Air Force and perform their du-
ties the same way as their male colleagues. 
Air traffic control is supposed to be one 
of the toughest jobs in the world but there 
are many women working for the CAA at 
air traffic control towers in Pakistan. There 
are so many female officers in the police as 
well, some even running thanas!

 It is interesting too to see women com-
ing up in the country. The impression until 
sometime back was that a woman just 
couldn’t be the chief executive of a compa-
ny. The ladies have proven the notion wrong 
and there are a whole lot of competent 
and qualified women with proven manage-
ment qualities who have come along and 
changed all that. Even then, their growth is 
rather limited and only a few have attained 
prominence.

Woman Power!Woman Power!
 Huma Liaquat, PIA

Flt. Lt. Ayesha Farooq, PAF

DSP Aneela Naz, KPK

Fahmida Mirza, former speaker 
National Assembly

Marvi Memon, politician Justice (R) Nasira Iqbal Maj Gen. (R) Shahida Badshah, 
Pakistan Army
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Honda Pakistan at 
Journalists Meeting 

An evening of commemoration was 
hosted by Architecture Design Art (ADA) 

magazine to honour the late architect Habib 
Fida Ali in Karachi.

Friends, colleagues and clients of the 
late architect paid their respects to Habib 
Fida Ali and shared their memories of him. 
People who spoke on the occasion were 
Maria Aslam, Ayesha Tammy Haq, Towfiq 
Chinoy, Rehana Saigol, Marjorie Hussain, 
Irshad Abdul Kadir, Ali Naqvi and Adil Kerai. 
Many other renowned personalities from art 
and architecture also paid tributes to the late 

Habib Fida Ali.
The occasion was among the first of a 

series of events by ADA magazine that has 
now completed ten years and is now ventur-

ing into ADA Events. It will be holding events 
covering environment, culture and society 
– areas that influence Pakistan’s architectural 
design. 

Habib Fida Ali Remembered

Honda Atlas Cars Pakistan Limited 
(HACPL) participated in the Asia and 

Oceania Honda Journalists Meeting 2017. 
HACPL also appeared at the Tokyo Motor 
Show 2017. 

At the Meeting, Honda highlighted its 
2030 vision. Honda aims to work towards a 
carbon-free society by electrifying two-thirds 
of its global automobile sales by 2030. The 
vision will also utilize advanced technologies 
involving robotics such as Walking Assist and 
UNI-CUB to make people’s lives better.

 Media from Pakistan also participated 

in the interview session with Mr. 
Takahiro Hachigo, President & 
Representative Director, CEO 
of Honda Motor Co., Ltd. and 
Mr. Shinji Aoyama Chief Officer, 
Regional Operations (Asia & 
Oceania), Honda Motor Co., Ltd., 
and President and CEO, Asian 
Honda Motor Co., Ltd.

Takahiro Hachigo (left) and Shinji Aoyama
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NeWs Buzz

A wave of melancholy 
swept Pakistan as 

people grieved the horrific 
death of an innocent soul. 
Countrywide protests 
erupted where citizens are 
demanding strict punish-
ment against the heartless 
animal who molested and 
killed the minor child Zainab.

People from all walks of life have joined the 
outcry and raised their voice. Samaa TV’s 
news anchor, Kiran Naz showed her anger 
by bringing her own daughter to her show.

She started her bulletin by saying: “Today 
I’m not your host Kiran Naz. I’m a mother 
and that is why I’m sitting here with my 
daughter.” She lashed out at the weak police 

investigation in the Zainab case, the police 
atrocities on the public and the silence of the 
politicians.

“The truth is,” she said, “ that the girl does 
not need your justice. She will get justice 
from God on Judgement Day’.

Many thought her gesture of bringing her 
own daughter to the show was a powerful 
one. 

Cheetay.pk will be Pepsi’s official bever-
age partner. Since Pepsi has entered 

the domain of digital retail and is 
now actively promoting sales 
through digital stores it chose 
to partner with Cheetay.pk 
because of the market share it 
has acquired in Lahore.

Cheetay.pk has established 
a concrete base in the domain 
of logistics and delivery in Lahore and 
is actively venturing into multiple business 
categories. Having secured $1.1 million in 
Series A-1 funding, Cheetay.pk is expanding 
business operations by launching diverse 
categories.

Being on track to branch out into multiple 
categories, Cheetay.pk’s next aim is to 
collaborate and partner with multinational 
companies to establish a brand that ensures 
trust, quality and reliability. 

Anchor’s Protest Cheetay and 
Pepsi

Verna is a common word in Urdu which 
broadly means ‘or else’. It is also the 

name of a Pakistani film Verna which has 
been written, directed and produced by 
Shoaib Mansoor. It features Mahira Khan 
and Haroon Shahid. In addition, Verna is a 
car in the Hyundai line-up that is currently 
being sold in the international market.

If the car is marketed in Pakistan, it will 
probably have to change its name – or 
else … 

PTCL reached yet another milestone 
in digital services as it attained Pay-

ment Card Industry Data Security Standard 
(PCIDSS) certification version 3.2 for Smart 
Cloud.  PCI DSS certification is a landmark 
achievement for PTCL Smart Cloud services, 
which assure maximum security compliance 
as per international standards.

Pakistan’s First SDN-enabled Cloud infra-
structure is now the country’s most secure 
enterprise grade Cloud platform. In today’s 
digital age, the primary concern for any orga-

nization while moving towards Cloud 
is the security of their mission critical 
data. PTCL’s IaaS Cloud Services runs 
on two locally hosted Tier-3 certified 
data centers, which itself is a guaran-
tee of optimal security. 

PTCL Cloud services achieved this 
certification after vigorous evaluation 
by Risk Associates Europe Limited, 
whereby Smart Cloud services have 
been found compliant with all interna-
tional security standards. 

PTCL Smart Cloud 
Certified
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The world’s first self-driving grocery cart has 
been launched. It will resolve fruit and veg-

etables purchasing problems for Americans 
who don’t like to go to the store.

The man behind the idea is a Pakistani, Ali 
Ahmed. He envisions a world where these self-
driving carts would be driving around, ready 
to be called by avid shoppers with nothing but 
just their smartphones.

Despite the fact that fruit and vegetables 
amount to 60% of all grocery items purchased, 
only 5% of their sales occur online. This is 
because people like to pick their own perish-
able food items and do not trust the arrival of a 
particularly dented capsicum that only looked 
good in photos. 

UBL has inaugurated Pakistan’s first digital lab in Karachi. The lab was built in collabora-
tion with IBM and will provide an environment for UBL’s interdisciplinary teams as well 

as its network of start-ups, Fintech, ecosystem partners and academia to develop person-
alized and engaging digital ‘customer experiences’.

UBL leads the banking and financial sectors in Pakistan. With a base of over 4 million 
customers, the Bank boasts Pakistan’s widest network of over 45,000 customer touch-
points and presence in four continents. UBL’s collaboration with IBM to build a digital lab 
stems from its decision to contribute to Pakistan’s digital landscape by transforming its 
customer experience and reinventing its existing capabilities.  

Although most people don’t realize it, 
their favourite skin care products may 

contain harmful ingredients, toxins and 
chemicals. Most commercially produced 
beauty products come packed with artificial 
colours, fragrances, preservatives and sta-
bilizers that can easily be absorbed through 
the skin’s pores, potentially causing a range 
of negative long-term health effects.

There are plenty of fairness creams 
available on the market; most are bad, a 
few are decent and then there are clinically 
tested and approved fairness creams such 
as Stillman’s Bleach Cream and Freckle 
Cream, which are tested by international 
and local authorities and have proved to be 
safe for human use.

Robomart Launched

UBL Digital Lab

Oh, fairness 
creams!
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PSO and the Shahid Afridi Foundation (SAF) have joined hands to ensure education for 
future generations. PSO has confirmed financial support of Rs 3.25 million to SAF’s 

Malikpur, Lahore School Campus for one year.
Hundreds of students from deserving backgrounds will benefit from this partnership. 

Chairman PSO CSR Trust, Yacoob Suttar and Chairman SAF, Shahid Khan Afridi have 
signed an MoU in this respect 

Yasmeen sells fruit in the streets in Islamabad in her rented cart. She is called the ‘Fruit 
Lady’ by the people of Islamabad and now the UAE Embassy has decided to be her 

voice on a broader platform.
Yasmeen is a widow and the sole breadwinner of her family as she supports her four chil-

dren by selling fruit. They live in Golra Sharif in Islamabad. She decided to be someone her 
children would look up to as a role model. Instead of begging on the streets, she decided to 
earn her living in a more respectable way.  She rented a fruit cart and decided to sell fruits 
in the F-11 sector of Islamabad. She goes to the fruit market to buy fruit and sells it in the 
streets of Islamabad.

When the UAE diplomat Jalal Sherazi learned about the Fruit Lady and her hard work, he 
encouraged the UAE Embassy in Islamabad to support Yasmeen’s struggles.

Global ice cream brand Swensen’s will 
soon open an outlet in DHA, Karachi.

Swensen’s was introduced in 1948 in 
California and since then it has become 
a world favourite with 150 flavours and 
around 300 franchises across the world.

China will develop into a manufacturing 
powerhouse, with a shift from “Made in 

China” to “Created in China.”
The country is moving towards a new 

phase of development with Xi Jinping at 
the helm. The Chinese economy will focus 
on quality, a shift from the rapid growth the 
country has been known for over the past 
decades. To achieve Xi Jinping’s Thought 
on Socialist Economy with Chinese Charac-
teristics for the New Era will be the key.

This year’s Central Economic Work 
Conference came after the CPC’s twice-a-
decade national congress in October, which 
drew a blueprint for China’s development 
over the next 30-plus years. 

PSO and Shahid Afridi

UAE Embassy helps Fruit Lady

Swensen’s 
Coming

Created in 
China
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New Telenor HQ 24/7 English 
News Again!

World Cup 
2018 Trophy

Pakistan ICT exports 
highest in South Asia

The new Telenor Pakistan corporate headquarters is known as 345. This is their 
dialing code and has become Telenor Pakistan’s identity since it was launched 

in 2005.  The name is supposed to represent the service provider’s commitment to 
Pakistan.

A cross-functional committee narrowed down the suggestions to top five names 
which were then opened for voting by all employees and 345 turned out to be a clear 
winner.

Express Media Group aims to relaunch 
its English language 

channel under the name 
of Tribune 24/7. Trans-
missions  are expected 
to commence in the 
first quarter of 2018.  
The group is hiring 
newsreaders, produc-
ers and directors for news 
bulletins, current affairs, infotainment and 
features programs.

Reporters from the group’s sister or-
ganizations like Daily Express (Urdu) and 
Express Tribune (English) will contribute to 
the newsfeed besides its team of core staff 
members. 

Coca-Cola will be bringing the FIFA 
World Cup Original Trophy to Lahore 

in February 2018. The FIFA Trophy Tour 
by Coca-Cola will give millions of people 
around the world the opportunity to get 
ready to taste the feeling of the world’s larg-
est and most anticipated sporting event.

This will be a once-in-a-lifetime opportu-
nity for thousands of fans to see the most 
iconic symbol in football and share their 
passion for the game. 

According to the Pakistan Software Exports Board (PSEB), Pakistan’s growth rate 
in IT exports has been the highest in South Asia during the last three years. It 

grew by 71 percent from June 2013 to June 2016, whereas India’s exports grew at 
40.6 percent and Sri Lanka’s at 19.9 percent during the same period.

In the last financial year as well, Pakistan’s IT and related services exports have 
grown at a faster pace than India and Sri Lanka. Pakistan’s growth rate during FY 
2016-17 was 16 percent, whereas India’s growth rate was 8 percent and Sri Lanka 
was at 5 percent. 
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Double-deckers Coming! 

Ethereum 
Leaving Bitcoin 
Behind

Careem Ups 
Rates

The Economist has named France as its country of the year in 2017, saying new Presi-
dent Emmanuel Macron had upset the odds to strike a victory for open societies and 

reform.
The magazine said, “In 2017, France defied all expectations.”
The centrist Macron’s successful presidential election campaign, without the backing of a 

traditional party, followed by his start-up Republic on the Move (LREM) movement winning 
the most seats in the National Assembly, was a “stunning upset”, the magazine said.

“Mr Macron campaigned for a France that is open to people, goods and ideas from 
abroad and to social change at home.” 

Double-decker buses will soon hit the streets of Karachi and the Bahria Town Author-
ity will make this happen. The Sindh transport authorities or the concerned minister 

continue to make promises about improving the city’s transport 
infrastructure and putting hundreds of buses on the roads of the 
mega metropolis but nothing has happened so far – and people 
continue to travel on the existing rickety buses as a daily punish-
ment. There is also news that the Karachi Circular Railway may 
be soon revived. 

Meanwhile Bahria Town is launching red double-decker buses 
in Karachi, initially for sight-seeing, though the form of transport 
could also become a public utility.  

While on one hand, the value of Bitcoin 
and Ripple is continuously falling, 

Ethereum is carving its way to the top.
The new cryptocurrency is reported to 

have hit all-time high value against the US 
dollar. It is now the second-highest valued 
cryptocurrency in the market. 

To adjust to fuel price increases, Careem 
has raised its rates in Karachi, Lahore 

and Islamabad.
The company says that because of the 

hikes, there has been direct and indirect 
impact on their drivers’ cost of doing 
business. The drivers (known as captains) 
are the driving force which enables safe, 
affordable and comfortable mobility for 
customers.

The company has implemented cost ad-
justments in Karachi, Lahore and Islamabad 
to ensure the Captains continue to serve 
the customers.

Now it remains to be seen whether Uber 
and a lot of other competition for Careem 
follows suit. 

Country of the Year

Zoo in Islamabad
A Botanical Garden and Zoo comprising 725 acres is being developed in Islamabad. The 

zoo will have various animals and plant species.
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Bringing Pakistani 
journalism up to par with 
international standards

Kamal Siddiqi, Director CEJ (Centre for Excellence in Journalism),
IBA Karachi, talks to Slogan in this exclusive interview.

Dialogue

How is your current job different from 
being a working journalist?

To begin with, the work hours are less 
insane. I can now work in a normal nine 
to five, five days a week environment. This 
gives me more personal time. Academia is 
also hard work and not a laid back job as 
some people seem to imagine. What I find 
more interesting about my present job is 
that it is more focused. As Editor Tribune 
I was overseeing three editions and more 
than a hundred staffers. This would mean 
a lot of travel and multi-tasking. I was 
aided by one of the best media teams in 
the country. My colleagues were talented, 
dedicated and very clear about what was 
expected of them. It was very fast-paced 
and the news cycle never ended, especially 
with the web edition. In my position at the 
CEJ, it is more focused and less fast-
paced. This gives me more time to think 
things through.

You have worked for leading publica-
tions. Is CEJ making some kind of a 
positive contribution towards improving 
the quality of journalism in Pakistan?

CEJ has introduced a number of trainings 
that were lacking in Pakistan. These are 
focused on the demands of the newsroom. 
Some of the trainings that we offer like 
multimedia journalism and data journalism 
are very much in demand as the media in-
dustry changes in order to keep up with the 
expectations of its audience and reader-
ship. We are able to offer what the industry 
needs or will need in the coming years. We 
are creating the journalists of tomorrow.

CEJ also focuses on media ethics and 
safety. These are the two biggest chal-
lenges that face the journalists of Pakistan 
today. We have emerged as the leading 
centre for media training in Pakistan and we 
aim to become a regional centre. Already 

we have trained journalists from Sri Lanka 
and Afghanistan.

What exactly are the objectives of the 
CEJ?

Our objectives are three-fold. To build 
and offer a state-of-the-art facility for 
training of journalists for different media. 
We have editing suites, a newsroom and 
a studio where the equipment is most 
modern and of industry-standards. The 
second objective is to offer a wide range 
of trainings to journalists from all over 
Pakistan. So far, we have trained more 
than 700 journalists who came to us from 
a variety of backgrounds. We gave special 
consideration to the medium the journalist 
works for (print/broadcast/online), gender 
(many of our trainees are women) and origin 
(we have tried to bring in journalists from 
all over Pakistan, especially from the rural 
areas). The third objective was to start a 
Masters in Journalism program that meets 
with industry requirements. After getting 
approval from the HEC, we are now going 
to start our first batch in January 2018. I am 
very excited.

There is a lot of talk about freedom of 
the press. Does it really exist in Paki-
stan?

Yes and no. Depends on a number of 
factors. I am seeing a dangerous trend of 
self-censorship emerging. Journalists are 
regularly being bullied into silence.

But, at the same time, we see some jour-
nalists doing excellent work in the field. So 
it’s a mix. But we need more work done in a 
number of neglected areas. I feel that while 
security and politics are important areas of 
reporting, we should also focus on health, 
education, population and poverty. We are 
not reporting enough on these areas.

In your view, is the right human material 
coming to work for newspapers, maga-
zines and other media?

In most instances, the answer would be 
no. Most universities focus on the theoreti-
cal side of things and that is why many of 
the graduates are unable to function in a 
newsroom where the requirements are dif-
ferent. This has to change.

What are ‘citizen journalists’? Should 
they be encouraged? Should people 
with no journalistic training be called 
‘journalists’?

These are citizens who do reporting. Yes 
they should be encouraged. We see that 
the rise of social media has created many 
such journalists. I agree there is always the 

About Kamal Siddiqi
 Kamal Siddiqi is Director of the Center of Excellence in Journalism at IBA, Karachi. 

Prior to this, he was editor of The Express Tribune. Siddiqi has been in journalism for the 
past twenty years, associated with Dawn, The News, Dow Jones Newswires and Asia 
Times. He has taught journalism at Monash University. His area of interest is religious 
minorities in Pakistan and he is currently completing a book on the subject. He has been 
actively involved in media training and works with the Coalition of Ethical Journalism.

Siddiqi completed an MA in media and communications studies from the London 
School of Economics and an MA in mass communication from the Karachi University. 
He is a visiting lecturer at the University of Karachi. He is a Jefferson Fellow and has also 
been a fellow of the Centre for Democratic Development and Rule of Law (CDDRL) at 
Stanford University.
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danger of legal and ethical issues becoming a prob-
lem, but citizen journalists tell us the stories that are 
censored by the mainstream media. I can give many 
such examples in Pakistan. Advertisers try and stop 
stories on a regular basis. But they are highlighted on 
the social media.

How do you see the future of journalism in face of 
the rise of digital media?

The future is very bright. Digital media will help jour-
nalism, not hinder it. In Pakistan the number of smart-
phones has exceeded the number of TV screens. This 
means news will be consumed more on the smart-
phone and this is where digital media will come into 
play. We will see more specialization and, hopefully, the 
odd brilliant piece of investigative reporting. Audience 
will have higher expectations. Platforms like Facebook 
and Whatsapp will have more news consumption than 
traditional outlets. We have to work towards delivering 
news in the form the audience wants. That’s where 
digital media will come in.

Are our journalism teaching institutions taking 
enough measures to produce journalists for the 
TV news channels?

No not at all. Neither are many TV channels invest-
ing in training of their staff. This is a national problem 
and we have to address it. There has been a media 
explosion between 2001 and today. The number of 
TV channels as well as the staff has increased more 
than tenfold. There is great pressure on getting com-
petent staff but not enough people are available. That 
is where CEJ has to play its part.

Is journalism in Pakistan up to par with the pro-
fession in other South Asian countries?

Yes it is. In fact it is more professional and indepen-
dent if compared to some other countries. Techno-
logically, India is ahead of us but we are ahead of 
most others. But we cannot rest on our laurels. It is a 
highly competitive market and we need to continue to 
strive in terms of our technology as well as the quality 
of work we produce.

How does CEJ plan to make a value difference to 
journalism in Pakistan?

By training both working journalists and journalism 
students. Equipping them both with technological 
skills as well as making them more aware of their 
work and their environment. We are focusing on all 
round training so that our graduates are aware not 
just of journalism but of the country’s constitution and 
its foreign policies and other aspects of governance. 
We want to train them in skills like RTI and data jour-
nalism. It’s a lot to do. But we are quite keen to do 
this so that the CEJ product is of international stan-
dards - ready for any newsroom across the world, not 
just Pakistan. 
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‘The standards 
of advertising 
in Pakistan are 
improving.’

What are your major clients? 
Currently, our key clients include Dewan 

Motors, BYCO, Government of Punjab, 
Pakistan Sugar Mills and we support 
USAID Pakistan and UNICEF while working 
with our JV partners M&C Saatchi World 
Services. 

What areas do you look after at Pirana? 
I am the company’s Executive Director. 

I lead the HR function and remain involved 
with the finance team.

Is having a sister agency in Dubai a 
help? 

It does help as it positions Pirana as an 
international agency with regional presence. 
It does open doors for us in other markets 
as we have managed to attract clients in 
many markets in Africa, Middle East and 
South East Asia.

You have been in advertising for a long 
time. What are the differences that you 
notice between now and the industry 20 
years back? 

I personally feel that advertising manage-
ment for clients 20 years ago was more in 
control of the agency. They were the real 
custodians of the brands in the literal sense 
and were the one stop solution for their 
clients. Now we have specialized agencies 
for specific needs and this has resulted in 
creating too many channels of communica-
tion. This is my personal view and I am sure 
many would challenge me. 

Is Pakistani advertising up to interna-
tional standards?

I think the standards of advertising in 
Pakistan are improving. Clients are spend-
ing money to achieve good quality produc-
tion and that allows agencies to come 
forward with the best creative ideas and 
solutions. Even then, from the advertising 
I saw 25 years ago, I still remember many 
ads – I guess that’s the real power of real 
ideas.

How easy or difficult is it these days to 
get new accounts? 

What’s difficult to assess in Pakistan is 
the seriousness of the pitch and the new 
client. It seems clients still do not believe 
in allocating a small budget for the pitch. 
This shows that seriousness on part of the 
clients is lacking and agencies are always 
wondering if the pitch is genuine or has it 
been called just to make the incumbent 
agency feel threatened – if you know what I 
mean. Once money is involved in the pitch-
ing process, because it could become a 
serious pitch and whoever showcases their 
strengths and creative power would win. 

What is generally your pitch ap-
proach? 

Well, we try to provide the most simple 
and honest solutions as per the brief given 
to us. It’s easier to complicate things rather 
than simplifying them. 

Are advertising awards important? 

I think they are important as they allow 
the creative team to achieve even more. 
They also bring in excitement within the 
team and indeed, help in building the 
agency’s creative reputation. 

How does the emergence of separate 
media planning and buying agencies 
affect your business? 

Well, my point of view is that there is no 
importance given to Media Planning.  It’s all 
about Buying. Clients compare rates Apple 
for Apple. As long as you are able to man-
age their expectations, they will assign you 
the media buying function. I do not think 
that an ad agency can ever match a media 
buying agency’s rates due to their larger cli-
ent portfolio and the deals they are able to 
strike. Therefore, they will keep on getting 
bigger and bigger. 

Do you have problems finding creatives?
Luckily Pirana has managed to attract 

good creative talent – always! This is be-
cause our key focus remains on the creative 
output. We are not in the race of becoming 
the biggest agency ever but we want to be 
the most sought-after creative agency. 

Sabiha Jafri, Executive 
Director, Pirana Advertising
expresses her thoughts.

Sabiha Jafri, who is the Executive Direc-
tor of Pirana Advertising, a full service 
advertising agency, has been in the 
industry since 1998. She has extensive 
experience in account management and 
has worked on many multinational and 
local brands.
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Guess Who?Guess Who?

Your correct guess will 
win you a year’s FREE 
Subscription to Slogan 
Magazine. The first 10 
respondents will qualify for 
this prize.

Your reply must reach us by 
February 13, 2018.

The person is

Your Name:

Address:

Telephone / Cell No.: Email:

Send your reply along with this coupon or e-mail the asnwer and your details to us at: guesswho@slogan.com.pk

Reference. February, 2018

Slogan Address: 20-C, Lane 12, Off Khayaban-e-Ittehad, Phase II Extension, DHA, Karachi - 75500, Pakistan.

Who is he?

He is an accomplished singer 
and musician and is known 
widely for a rock song that 
he did for Coke Studio.

He is also supposed to be a 
painter, actor and model. He 
has appeared in a number of 
films in India and will soon 
make his debut in Pakistani 
films. His first music album 
was highly appreciated and 
sold over 600,000 copies 
worldwide. 

He was also nominated as 
the “Sexiest Asian Man on 
the Planet” by Eastern Eye in 
2013 and 2014. The correct answer for the January 

‘Guess Who’ was Meera.
The following persons sent correct answers 
and will receive FREE copies of Slogan for 
one year: Mahmoud Abbas (Karachi), Izma 
Rasheed (Karachi), Mohib Akhtar (Lahore), 
Areesha Khateeb (Islamabad), Sehar Batool 
(Islamabad), Ramsha Saif (Islamabad), Ali 
Khan (Multan), Javed Aslam (Peshawar), 
Wajiha Shahbaz (Quetta) and Adnan Tahir 
(Hyderabad).
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The Other Side of 
Valentine’s Day

You may like or not like Valentine’s Day 
but it is a meaningless expression of 

love and more a merchandiser’s dream, 
what with huge sales of flowers, especially 
red roses and Valentine Day cards.

In general, people all over the world 
consider Valentine’s Day a time to celebrate 
love. But, besides the romantic expres-
sion of love between lovers, affection can 
also be expressed for others – like wives, 
husbands, mothers, fathers, mothers and 
fathers-in-law, colleagues, bosses, teachers 
- and even the housemaid!  In the Philip-
pines, thousands of people participate with 
their partners in the world’s largest kissing 
event. In Nigeria, husbands and wives dine 
at restaurants with their families. In Brazil, 
numerous concerts take place nationwide, 
featuring romantic samba music.

What is catching on and rather unfortu-
nately so, is that teenage boys and girls 
are increasingly expressing their love for 
each other by exchanging flowers and 
gifts. This often leads to immoral activities. 
For many societies, especially in the East, 
the day is responsible for the propagation 
of Western culture and provocation of youth 
towards unrestrained behaviour. Perhaps 
that is why more parents go to old people’s 
homes and children celebrate Father’s or 
Mother’s Day only on a single day while for 
the rest of the year, they don’t even notice 
their parents.

For all its sentimentality, Valentine’s Day 
today is merely turning into a commercial 
boondoggle. If it had been celebrated with 
all the feeling of love that goes into it, the 
world today would be a much happier place 
and there would be lots of more love going 
around. Come to think of it, if romantic cou-
ples had celebrated the day with real sincer-
ity, there would be a lot less divorces around 
the world – and this would make a big dent 
in the earnings of those lawyers who make 
successful divorces their specialty!

Every year Valentine’s Day brings joy 

into the pock-
ets of jewellery 
shops, flower 
shops, greeting 
card compa-
nies, chocolate 
manufacturers and 
restaurant owners. 
More than half of 
the population in 
every country cel-
ebrates Valentine’s 
Day and all the 
gift paper, heart-
shaped 

boxes and greeting cards is nothing but an 
exceptionally large amount of waste with 
millions of unnecessary roses, chocolates 
and the rest. This has a seriously negative 
impact on the environment as well. Since 
all these products that are purchased and 
consumed by spouses, partners, crushes 
and whoever else, lead to more carbon 
dioxide emissions, it is like driving around 
the whole world 4000 times! All the leftover 
paper and packaging used for Valentine’s 
Day weighs more than 4170 cars.

Over the years, Valentine’s Day has 
become nothing but a booming multimil-
lion dollar industry and it is because people 
are made to believe that they must shower 

their partner with expensive gifts to keep 
the relationship going even when they are 
just students. Perhaps the only people who 
have a great time on Valentine’s Day are 
florists.

The fact is that the notion of expecting 
gifts on Valentine’s Day has created materi-
alistic views of love. While falling in and out 
of love is quite normal, it is extremely absurd 
when people start comparing how their 
previous prelationship was much better. It is 
this materialistic attitude that comes across 
as really romantic in the beginning but ends 
up in fireworks of regret later.

There’s nothing wrong with celebrating 
love, but people are rated on the basis of 
their relationship status and through gifts 
and flowers.   

– S.A.R

Rebel’s Diary
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Top Graphic Design 
Trends 2018
In the era of digital art, graphic design trends can evaporate as quickly as they emerge. What has been modern for the past few years 

may look entirely outdated in 2018. While some trends have stood the test of time, others have vanished in the blink of an eye only to 
make room for new looks. This is the year of crazy designs, experiments and wild imagination. So,here are some new graphic design 
trends in 2018.

The Glitch
The corrupted image, i.e. the glitch effect, 

has been one of the most popular trends in 
the digital world lately. Apparently, what was 
once annoying for the spectator has now 
been turned into a truly wanted effect.

Ruined
Contemporary graphic designers seem 

to have been obsessed with the “art of de-
stroying”. That includes splashing, scratch-
ing, ripping off, breaking or any other form 
of ruining the aesthetics of a composition.

Colour Channels
Playing with colour channels has been 

widely popular among designers. The tech-
nique allows designers to create the great 
illusional effect.

Holography is falling behind…
The holographic design trend, which has 

been a huge hit for several years, is now 
falling behind in comparison with other 
futuristic trends.

While it’s still glamorous and mesmer-
izing, we’ll see less of holographic designs 
in 2018.

Year of the Double
We can say with confidence that 2018 

will be the year of the “double”.

Double Exposure
Double exposure has been a thing for 

several years now. Despite the fact that 
some designers have put this technique 
aside for a while, there is definitely a rise of 
double exposure designs which amaze the 

viewer. Here are a few stunning examples:

Double Exposure Duotone
“I’m seeing double” will be said no longer.  

The trend is a hybrid from Double Exposure 
and Duotone, plus using colour channels. In 
short, double exposure duotone is achieved 
by doubling the image or using two differ-
ent overlapping images in monochrome 
colours.              

Double Light
An another major “double” among 

graphic design trends 2018, is the double 
colour light. This effect transforms simple 
compositions into new edgy, modern 
looks. Double light is an effect that can be 
achieved with two actual sources of light, or 
colour channel splitting.

Typography still rules!
Creative typography is among the leaders 

for graphic design trends 2018. Actu-
ally, the trend has been taking leading for 
several years and it’s not going down any 
time soon.

In this technique, your imagination is your 
strongest asset. Creative typography can 
be combined with other techniques or used 
solely in the design. It impresses in both 
cases.

Cropped Typography
Cropped typography was a hot trend for 

2017 and is still hot for 2018. The art of 
erasing parts of the letters while still keeping 
their readability requires a lot of creativity.

Chaotic Typography
Chaos was declared one of the top 

trends for 2017. It seems that for graphic 
design trends 2018 it will translate into cha-
otic typography. In other words, say “No” 
to aligning and “Yes” to the unconventional 
order of letters and words.

Real Life Elements
A modern graphic design trend is typog-

raphy tightly interacting with other elements 
of the composition. In this effect, letters turn 
into real-life objects.

Negative space
Negative space is a positive trend not 

because negative and positive attract each 
other in physics, but because in graphic 
aesthetics negative space techniques 
evoke quite positive emotions.

In its nature, negative space is an 
“empty” space in the design which forms a 
certain distinctive shape. The technique is 
one of the most popular ones lately.

Negative Space Typography
Obviously, the modern trend is a mixture 

of negative space and typography. What 
is quite popular about it is that elements 
from the back come to the front through the 
wording. This is another form of interac-
tion between typography and composition 
elements.

Bright colours
Bright colours plus a 3D composition is 

an absolute winning combo for 2018. With 
so many graphic design trends fighting for 
the leading position in 2018, bright colours 
are certainly on top. This would be one 
of the strongest graphic design trends in 
2018.
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One Colour 3D Design
There have been seeing more and more 

product presentations using the same 
background colour as the product present-
ed. The product pops out, thanks to the 
volume created by the 3D techniques

Metallic Elements
As an addition to bright colours, metallic 

elements enter the world of graphic design 
to create the “Wow” effect. Often combined 
with other hot trends such as 3D composi-
tions and creative typography, this trend 
creates the effect of a real-life composition.

Color Transitions/Gradients
When Instagram changed its logo back 

in 2016 into a colourful gradient, nobody 
thought this trend was going to become so 
huge. It was just the beginning of its rise. 
Despite the fact that web wasn’t sure about 
this design technique (everyone was crazy 
about flat back then), now there is more of 
the colourful gradient.

Illustrations
Custom hand-drawn illustrations are 

always popular. Every design is a piece of 
art created with a lot of talent and imagina-
tion. This is why illustrations can never go 
out of style.

Illustrations always bring a special unique 
vibe to graphic design.  In 2018 illustrations 
are presented in combination with other 
graphic design trends such as negative 

space, 3D structures, the “double” trend 
and more.

Illustrations Over Photos
An interesting trend for 2018 is com-

bining photos with digital drawings. This 
technique boosts the effect of the photo 
and brings the composition a new look.

Paper cut Illustrations
One of the latest graphic design trends in 

2018 are paper cut illustrations. Inspired by 
actual paper cutting art, this trend is quickly 
gaining speed. Paper cut illustrations recre-
ate compositions made of different layers 
of paper which means depth and specific 
textures. 
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A PSO New Vision retail fuel station was inaugurated by Sec-
retary Petroleum, Ministry of Energy, Sikandar Sultan Raja in 

Lahore. The outlet, Gastec Petroleum Services, is located on GT 
Road in northern Lahore where leading educational institutions, 
businesses, historic landmarks, restaurants and recreational spots 

are located. In this way, it  will serve 30% of the city’s population.
As Pakistan’s largest oil marketing company, PSO fulfils the en-

ergy needs of the nation with commitment and dedication in cities 
and in far-flung areas. It has over 3500 retail outlets which serve 3 
million people daily. 

Ahmad Ali Khan, Managing Director 
Engro Foods Ltd, inaugurated a state-

of-the-art lecture hall at the University of 
Veterinary and Animal Sciences (UVAS) in 
Lahore. Engro Foods will also provide fi-
nancial and technical assistance to talented 
students such as scholarships and gold 
medals to position holders. It will support 
research in the dairy sector and give intern-
ships to students to utilise the graduates’ 

technical capabilities 
in product innova-
tion and improve-
ment. Engro Foods 
and UVAS will also 
collaborate in de-
veloping a workable 
business model of 
the Minimum Pas-
teurization Law for 
ensuring that safe 
milk and dairy prod-
ucts are available for 
households.

Engro Foods has started paying 
more attention to collaborations 
that could benefit the dairy sector 
in the long-term since the majority 
of shares of the company have 
been taken over by Friesland 
Campina, the largest farmer-
owned dairy cooperative in the 
world.

Ahmad Ali Khan emphasised Engro 
Foods’ commitment to aiding UVAS to 
produce professionally well-trained human 
resource in the dairy sector. 

PSO Retail Outlet 
in Lahore

Engro Foods opens 
Lecture Hall at UVAS

Launches
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Women the world over have now 
understood that the concept of 

women’s empowerment is much more 
than just looking pretty.  But then 
there is still a need to guide them as 
most of them seem to be relegated to 
passivity and silence. They seem to be 

happy and contented with a healthy 
diet and a gym to remain fit or looking 
for new and popular boutiques to re-
main abreast with the changing trends 
in fashion. But then, beauty fades 
with the passage of time so women 
must cultivate their talents. They must 
contribute their abilities and minds to 
innovation. This is a critical moment 
for them as mothers, wives, daughters 
and sisters. They need to be prepared 
and ready. Maaria Mozaffar, author of 
More Than Pretty, is telling them to 
do this.

More Than Pretty emphasizes that 
there is more to life than just their 
individual circumstances. Underneath 
the pile of negative media messages, 
misogyny, toxic interactions, broken 
promises, washed-up dreams and 

dysfunctional relationships, there is 
a far more beautiful world around 
them, full of optimism. It is a good 
attempt on Maaria‘s part. She en-
courages women to take control 
of their lives through the legal and 
legislative process.

Being a civil rights attorney, 
mediator and legislative consul-
tant, she is of the view that before 
we can tackle the task of empowering 
others, we must be sure of the person 
within ourselves. Without understand-
ing this, things for women can go 
dangerously off course if they aren’t 
sure of their convictions and what they 
are fighting for. Women give birth to 
life and they mostly outlive their male 
counterparts. This is a critical moment 
for all women as mothers, wives, 
daughters and sisters. This is the mo-
ment where women themselves de-
cide how to lead. Perhaps this is why 
the writer has dedicated the book to 
all women who are awake and ready.

Maaria has very intelligently 
discussed the trend of the selfie 
and termed it as some kind of an 
emotional and mental sickness. The 
practice of selfie-taking represents 
a narcissistic need to record every 
experience. The experience can affect 
their lives by focussing on themselves. 
This is harmful because it transforms a 
genuine experience into a mirror expe-
rience. Maaria argues that this is what 
the selfie is, in essence, all about. We 
are obsessed with our face and we 
want the world to be obsessed with 
it as well. Is this what women are all 
about?

This book also warns women about 
toxic friends, people who embrace 
them in social situations in order to 

gain attention, ‘friends’ who may be 
acceptable on one-on-one basis, but 
become different when other people 
are around. The dos and don’ts for 
women to lead a bold and beautiful 
life have been explained in the book in 
simple words with attractive illustra-
tions.

Maaria very confidently argues that 
women who take the journey with her 
will learn how to identify their spiri-
tual compass, to build their cocoon, 
detoxify their life, set their boundar-
ies, reaffirm their values, discover 
their purpose and a lot more. Talking 
about the first and foremost thing in 
a woman’s life, she says, is their own 
power. In short, her work is focused 
on empowering those who have the 
least power in social structures and 
institutions. The author believes that 
empowered women will change the 
world.

The book has a sound concept 
and focuses on different behavioural 
patterns of women. Unfortunately, the 
suggestions for woman empowerment 
may confuse readers and distort the 
flow of the text. 

– Khawaja Amer
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Beyond the 
Pretty Face

Maaria Mozaffar
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With the  so-called revival of 
the Pakistani film industry, the 

cinema houses seem to be  witness-
ing smooth sailing. While some films 
have done major business, others have 
stuck to mediocrity. However, more 
problematic than this discussion or 
the box office successes and flops, 
are those stuck in the middle of being 
called successful or failures. More fo-
cus is given to such films because the 
much awaited Arth – The Destination or 
Arth 2 is listed as one of them.

The film is basically the Pakistani 
version of Mahesh Bhatt’s film Arth, 
a 1982 Indian film which even today 
is considered as a classic for its 
groundbreaking storyline and powerful 
performances. The stylisation of the 
film is completely different and moves 
towards the cosmopolitan, apart from 
some inspirations from the original. The 
remake opens with an announcement 
“Inspired by Mahesh Bhatt”.

With the cast of Shaan Shahid, Hu-
maima Malik, Mohib Mirza and Uzma 
Hassan, the film overall shines. Shaan 
Shahid plays the role of a singer who 
recently got divorced from his wife and 
has also lost his fans. After spending 
twelve years abroad, he finally returns 
to Pakistan to revive his career in mu-
sic. Shaan’s acting skills in Arth 2 are 
no doubt good, which is a far cry from 
his familiar hardcore portrayals in films 
like Yalghaar, Operation 021 and Waar. 
Uzma Hassan, on the other hand, is a 
fan of Ali and is the soul of the entire 

film because of her phenomenal per-
formance. She is indeed natural as the 
earnest and unsuspecting wife whose 
husband Mohib Mirza is cheating on 
her. The character is totally convincing 
about her exhaustion, heartbreak, de-
pression and the emotional assault she 
experienced. Humaima Malick’s char-
acter is fascinating while Mohib Mirza’s 
struggle for his breakthrough as a 
filmmaker fits into his role with aplomb. 
Those who have witnessed Humaima 
Malick’s role in Bol will be surprised by 
the versatility of her acting.

Arth 2 is essentially the story of two 
individuals whose paths were destined 
to meet. Wandering through the four 
lives, Ali – a forgotten musician, Uzma 
and Umar – a married couple as well 
as a writer and director and Umaimah 
– a glamorous actress, Arth-2 narrates 
human condition, which coinciden-
tally also becomes the reason for all 
the characters meeting each other in 
some way. Unlike many other recent 
Pakistani films, Arth 2 does not try to 
achieve too much but stays true to its 
primary subject which is why it must be 
appreciated.

Shaan Shahid tries his best to do 
complete justice to this remake by 
giving a brand new identity to the film. 
The film can be termed as an impro-
vised version of the 1982 classic as the 
original version did not focus on that 
one character which gained attention in 
its remake. Raj’s character in the origi-
nal Arth was not very much focused. 

However, Arth 2 covered Raj’s journey 
quite beautifully. With the help of some 
talented actors, the film makes its way 
to the audiences’ 
heart.

The only thing that 
bothers was that 
the lines are mostly 
in English. There 
were times when 
they could have had 
more impact in Urdu. 
Another flaw of the 
film is that most of 
it uses close-ups 
making it really 
hard to understand 
the space in which 
the action is taking 
place. But despite 
the shortcomings, the strong cast 
manages to hold the film and make it 
a success. Humaima’s adoption of a 
psychotic lover, Uzma as the scorned 
wife, Shaan as the struggling but love-
able singer and Mohib as the disloyal 
husband, all these elements in the film 
make it appealing.

For those who are still confused 
about how to label the film, Arth 2 is 
far better than Rangreza, which was 
released on the same date as Arth 2. 
If you are looking for a film which has 
potential, is raw and does not leave you 
bored, then Arth-2 may be something 
you can find yourself watching over the 
weekend.  

- S.A.R
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Swedish beauty brand Oriflame 
has launched a digital campaign 

‘Beautiful Change’ to talk about 
women empowerment in India. Made 
by the digital agency Brandmovers, the 
commercial features National award 
winning Indian actress and Oriflame’s 
new brand ambassador Kalki Koech-
lin as Ajala who is an independent, 
strong-willed woman and believes in 
empowering women through educa-
tion.

Oriflame has been in the market for 
fifty years now and through the ‘Beauti-
ful Change’ campaign, the brand is 
trying to make small changes in this 
world. From creating opportunities for 
people to improving their lives by giving 
back to local communities and nature, 
Oriflame has established its position as 
an environment-friendly and sustain-
able company.

There are many questions about 
what could have possibly been the 
idea behind making a 7-minute video. 
How did the audience manage to stick 
to the video when the attention span of 
viewers is decreasing? The media have 
changed and times are different, but a 
good story never goes unheard. Also, 
what catches the eye is the brand’s 
digital film featuring Kalki Koechlin.

In the film, Kalki’s domestic help 
brings her daughter who has recently 
dropped out of school to help her with 
the house work. Soon Kalki finds out 
about the girl’s dropout from school 
and that her brothers still studying in 
school. A concerned Kalki explains the 
importance of education to her servant 
and decides to tutor the young girl. 
The objective of the campaign is to 
inspire the viewer in making a small yet 
positive change in someone’s life and 
motivate others to do the same.

The film was pro-
moted across the digital 
and social media under 
the hashtag #beauti-
fulchange and urges 
viewers 
to bring 
about a 
change, no 
matter how 
small or 
big. The film 
serves as 
the second 

chapter in the digital world, with the 
first being ‘Super Woman’ which was 
released in 2017 on Women’s Day.

Sergei Kanashin, senior vice-
president and head of South Asia and 
managing director, Oriflame India, 
said, “Being one of the fastest growing 
cosmetic companies in the world, we 
believe that beauty is beyond looks but 
it’s the way one acts. While our prod-
ucts bring beauty and wellbeing into 
the lives of consumers, they are also 
manufactured in a way that they do 
not harm nature and the environment. 
We also welcome Kalki in the Oriflame 
family and we look forward to a fruitful 
association with her.”

Oriflame has not been a major 
player when it comes to advertise-
ments and the reason is that it oper-

ates in networks and does not need 
the advertisement route to reach its 
market. Other market players have 
also maintained an arm’s length from 
mainstream advertising.

The campaign is also inspired by 
its global community of employees, 
customers and consultants who have 
shared many inspiring and heart-
warming stories of progress, passion 
and success. Oriflame has provided 
an opportunity to people, especially 
women, and empowered them to fulfil 
their dreams. With its core beliefs of 
empowerment and sustainability, Kalki 
Koechlin is the perfect choice for Ori-
flame to take its message forward.   

- S.A.R
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First Pakistan International 
Film Festival

Chupan Chupai Nominations

Karachi Film Society (KFS) has launched 
the Pakistan International Film Festival 

(PIFF). It will be held from March 29 to April 
1 this year.

The four-day festival will create op-
portunities for established and emerging 
filmmakers to showcase their work. A series 
of workshops and film screenings will be 
conducted where they would learn the craft 
from renowned mentors. PIFF will encour-
age films of all kinds and enable them to 
project the real image of Pakistan.

Present at the launch were Karachi 
Film Society President, Sultana Siddiqui, 
former Governor, State Bank of Pakistan Dr 

Ishrat Husain, 
Ameena Saiyid, 
Javed Jabbar, 
Sirajuddin Aziz, 
Jamil Baig, 
Ronak Lakhani, 
Sayeeda Leghari 
and Sharmeen 
Obaid Chinoy.

Javed Jabbar 
said the idea was to give the younger lot a 
chance to show their capabilities. Sultana 
Siddiqui mentioned the support of the Sindh 
governor, the Sindh government and the 
Federal Information Ministry for the initiative. 

The Director of PIFF, Abrarul Hasan said  
the festival would comprise documentaries, 
full-length films and short films as well as 
workshops and seminars on various film-
related topics.  

The film Chupan Chupai has been nominated in many categories in the forthcoming Lux 
Style Awards. 

The nominations include Best Film, Best Actor, Best Actress, Best Supporting Actor, Best 
Director and Best Singer.

With all the positive reviews and box-office successes that Chupan Chupai has garnered, 
there is hope that these nominations will translate into wins in every category.  



Business Ideas

By Faizan Usmani 

An idle brain is the devil’s workshop, 
says an English proverb. However, 

many an active mind, in contrast, fails to 
think anything new or creative despite their 
so-called deliberation and thoughtfulness. 
This shows the way we think has become 
inadequate and needs re-calibration to 
produce refreshing thoughts and new ideas 
on the matters we think about every day. 

The most frustrating part of conventional 
thinking is its inability to deliberate on non-
existent issues. Particularly in a business 
setting, people find it difficult to think of the 
future and don’t pay enough time to de-
termine the future scenario by solving self-
created riddles or by conceiving imaginary 
problems to know their likely outcomes. 

As it is often said, a discovery does 
not take place by chance and one has to 
create a friendly-environment to see such 
opportunities taking place. Therefore, one 
must live the questions to find their answers 
and a growing organisation cannot afford 
to operate without having a research and 
development department (R&D) in place. 

Dr. Nancy J. Nersessian, a professor of 
cognitive science at the Georgia Institute of 
Technology, U.S.A., carried out a detailed 
study on creative thinking processes of 
scientists. As per her findings, ‘on the 
frontiers of science, profound discoveries 
and insights often arise from incremental 
processes of weaving together simulations 
(a model of a set of problems), analogies, 
and images.’ 

Some people reject this approach as 
illogical, but spending one’s time in solv-
ing non-existing challenges and playing 
with weird brain-teasers is essential for 
the development of new business ideas. 
When going through ‘all-is-well’ situations 
in particular, companies find it difficult to 
focus on non-confronting issues and mostly 

regard this mental exercise as an irrelevant, 
time-wasting activity. 

In fact, creativity tends to be a consistent, 
on-going process and, for that reason, 
business leaders need to develop the habit 
of creating new puzzles and complex ques-
tions that could benefit them later in the 
form of novel solutions, new inventions and 
even in the shape of breakthrough discov-
eries. Now what one needs to do is to look 
around and start questioning the objects 
that surround one in everyday life. 

Why green tea is green only? Why is tea 
not available in a variety of colours like red, 
blue, pink, black and even white? Does this 
question make sense? Of course it does, 
because green tea is increasingly becoming 
popular, particularly among health-con-
scious people. However, most people don’t 
consume green tea as much as they drink 
the traditional brown tea made with sugar 
and milk. Giving the same health benefits as 
offered by green tea, traditional tea in differ-
ent colours could  attract new consumers in 
large numbers. 

How to use the treadmill for other than 
non-exercising purposes? The treadmill, in 
fact, is an exercise machine which has a 
moving strip to make one walk without mov-
ing forward. Interestingly, such machines are 
being used to generate electricity in many 
developed countries. In Pakistan’s setting, 
such a dual-purpose, technically-modified 
treadmill can be used as an electric genera-
tor to provide much-needed power for small 
energy needs. The energy-producing tread-
mill could emerge as a hot-selling product, 
giving millions of consumers the power to 
meet their energy needs besides a lot of 
health benefits. 

For an inquisitive mind, there is no dearth 
of questions and, in order to make weird 
inquiries, one just needs to be a keen ob-
server. Can you generate a new business or 
product idea by solving the following ques-

tions? Just try.
•	 Can	you	find	any	similarities	(at	least	10)	

between a man and a mosquito? 
•	 What	will	happen	if	one	uses	a	lipstick	to	

write on the whiteboard, instead of tradi-
tional board-markers?

•	 How	can	one	use	a	hockey	stick	when	
playing cricket? 

•	 What	could	be	the	result	of	adding	pickles	
to a strawberry cake?

•	 What	will	happen	if	we	peel	a	pen	(not	a	
pencil) with a manual sharpener?

•	 How	can	a	car	run	without	wheels?
•	 Can	you	name	an	organ	the	human	body	

is desperately missing? 
•	 A	book	contains	750	pages.	The	1st	page	

of the book is, in fact, the last page of the 
book, while the last page (numbered 750) 
is supposed to be the first. Based on a 
counting method, the same order is also 
given to the rest of the pages. Is it a bind-
ing or printing error? If not, then what’s 
the advantage of incorrect numbering or 
inaccurate placement of pages? 

•	 How	can	we	invent	a	‘Macrowave	Ma-
chine’? What will be the purpose of this 
invention? 

•	 Back	in	the	day,	there	used	to	be	black	
and white television sets, which were 
then replaced by colour TV. The radio 
was invented well before TV, but why was 
‘colour radio’ not produced by any com-
pany? 
“Discovery consists of seeing what every-

body has seen and thinking what nobody 
has thought,” says Albert Szent-Gyorgyi, a 
Nobel Prize-winning scientist. In the end, 
it all requires a questioning attitude to find 
possibilities and opportunities lurking behind 
different things and objects. Form new ques-
tions, find the correlations among different 
things and explore the possibilities by putting 
different objects together. Maybe you will 
make or discover something new, revolution-
ary and out-of-the-box.  

Treadmill or 
generator? 
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Stop the Gimmicks!

Marketing

Stop trying to please your customer and 
attracting him with quality products. 

This is not the key to success.  Gone are 
the days when ‘The customer is always 
right’ was a motto drilled into every young 
salesman’s head. Originally  coined in 1909 
by Harry Gordon Selfridge, the founder of 
Selfridge’s department store in London, the 
concept is fast losing its validity, because 
the customer isn’t always right, and surveys 
carried out by various companies show that 
pleasing customers hardly affects sales. 
The only thing which really matters in sales 
is the quality of the product. Being extra 
courteous to customers at times becomes 
counterproductive as they think that the 
effort to please them is for selling  a sub-
standard product. It has been noticed that 
the customer never speaks about the effort 
made by a salesman to please him but he 
does tell everybody about the quality of the 
product and the price. If a store can provide 
these two elements, it can attract custom-
ers without pleasing them.

Quality-conscious customers are not 
interested in a red carpet welcome. Due to 
time constraints, customers just can’t afford 
to waste time in receiving pleasantries from 
the salesman. Soon after entering the store 
they rush to get a trolley. It is very impor-
tant that trolleys are placed in a convenient 
corner. The salesman must be available to 
guide them to the shelves containing the 
items they are looking for. With the emer-
gence of self-help is shopping, the need for 
pleasing the customer is on the way out. All 
what the customers need is enough space 
in the shop to move around with a trolley 
and convenient placement of shelves clearly 
displaying the signage and the items. 

 Research shows that it is not the effort 
to please the customer which makes the 
difference but it is the ambience of the 
store which leaves a distinct impression 
on people who come in. The 1997 study 
“Store Atmosphere, Mood and Purchas-
ing Behaviour” found that customers rate 
establishments differently, based on atmo-
sphere. The study compared two furniture 
stores, one with a “pleasant” atmosphere 

and one with an unpleasant ambiance. It 
concluded: “Customers’ mood – measured 
at the beginning, in the middle and at the 
end of their shopping – was shown to 
improve in the pleasant and to deteriorate 
in the less pleasant store. Satisfaction with 
the store was greater in the pleasant store. 
Customers in the pleasant store spontane-
ously spent more money on articles they 
simply liked.”

Bargain sale is another way to attract 
customers without making an extra effort 
to please them.  Frequent announcement 
of ‘Sales’ can work as an unpaid form of 
promotion in which satisfied customers tell 
other people how much they saved on each 
item they bought . Discounts are something 
every customer tries to avail as many time 
as possible. Discounts are everywhere, and 
you have probably noticed there are a lot 
of different ways to offer the discount. All it 
requires is to earn less profit on each item 
and make a large profit on the volume of  
daily sales.

Building a loyalty program can also have 
a positive effect and, interestingly, assign-
ing huge point values relative to the actual  
value may create customers who are far 
more motivated to buy. Anything that com-
pels a shopper to spend more time in the 
store and return for multiple visits is a good 
thing. For better sales, use of mirrors can 
lead to better customer behaviour because 
they can see themselves. 

 According to a Harvard Business Review 
Report, another way to think about the 
sources of customer loyalty is to imagine 
two pies—one containing things that drive 
loyalty and the other containing things that 
drive disloyalty. The loyalty pie consists 
largely of slices such as product quality and 
brand; the slice for service is quite small. 
But service accounts for most of the disloy-
alty pie. We buy from a company because 
it delivers quality products, great value or 
a compelling brand. We leave one, more 
often than not, because it fails to deliver on 
customer service.

In short, it is quality and brand which 
matters. Making an extra effort to please 

the customers just for the heck of it never 
works.  Customers are not pushed about 
what’s going on behind the scenes as long 
as they get a quality product at an afford-
able price. They will not bother about being 
treated with a smile or not. A case in point 
is the chain of Imtiaz Stores in Karachi. 
Once a costumer is in their shop, he is on 
his own. The hallmark of this store chain is 
convenience, an amazing product range 
and unmatched rates. That is why Imtiaz 
is supposed to be the most affordable for 
customers. 

The growing trend of online shopping is 
also changing the shopping habits of peo-
ple all over the world. Devin Wenig, CEO 
of online shopping giant eBay, has called 
Pakistan a hot destination and expects on-
line shopping in the country to explode. He 
went as far as to say that Pakistan is one of 
the fastest growing e-commerce markets 
in the world. He believes that the success 
of online shopping in Pakistan is poised 
to change the concept of shopping. The 
growing interest in online shopping, rising 
mobile phone adoption rates, increase in 
3G/4G users amongst Pakistanis (nearly 36 
million and rising), all  indicate a market that 
is ripe for the arrival of more e-commerce 
and payment juggernauts such as Amazon, 
PayPal, eBay and more.

Now, customers are making efforts to find 
out what products are best and they expect 
to find all the answers quickly. Stores with 
very well developed and efficiently managed 
websites can easily win customers. Thinking 
about things from the customer’s perspec-
tive and making sure all the information is 
accurate and easily available can lead to a 
pleasant customer experience.

Opening a shop at the right place is one 
part of the business. It is more important to 
maintain customers and turn them into loyal 
buyers  and repeat customers. This is where 
businesses often fail, as they either fall short 
of the ability to turn a new customer into a 
lifetime customer or become complacent 
about the way customers are handled. 

- K.A

Stop the Gimmicks!
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Humour

Some people are born to be nothing but 
losers, a bitter fact that unfortunately 

stands out as something true in our case. 
Believe it or not, ours is the place known 
for its inherited hunger and deep-seated 
poverty, but at the same time, we poor 
beggars appear as exceptionally generous 
when it comes to welcoming and greeting a 
frequently-appearing species called guest. 

Be it a midnight hour or the break of 
dawn, even if an acquaintance shows up 
at your door with a huge smile on his face 
under the guise of being a guest, you wel-
come him with open arms. Struck by such 
a sudden visitor, you as the unlucky host, 
is left with no option but to feign a beam-
ing smile to your guest who often comes in 
with his family to enjoy the red carpet treat-
ment you are now supposed to give him 
by offering him and his family every food 
you had earlier reserved in your refrigerator. 
You present them the best possible victuals 
you somehow manage to arrange in such a 
crisis-like situation. 

Unfortunately, we live in a part of the 
world which is known for its hospitality 
equally shown towards those who are 
formally invited to break bread as well as to 
those gatecrashers who make the most of 
this undying eastern culture to have a party 
at others’ expense. Mistakenly painted as 
a godsend blessing, the arrival of guests 
happens to be a nuisance one cannot avoid 
in normal circumstances. 

This tends to be the cost every social 
person has to pay through his nose. How-
ever, those lone wolves or born introverts 
who normally prefer to stay away from the 
rest owing to social shyness still cannot 
find workable ways to avoid hosting those 
repeatedly-appearing creatures visiting 
one’s home alone or in droves. In the given 
scenario, this writer is going to share some 
useful tips that will help one lead a life with-
out falling prey to the ‘guest trap.’ 

First and foremost, it is better to carry a 
straightforward disclaimer about the way 
one tends to lead one’s life. For instance, 
when hanging around with others one must 
always avoid joining them whenever food is 
being served, be it a restaurant or a home-
based party. 

One’s self-entertaining approach helps 
one’s friends and relatives to be cautious 
when inviting one to a party or planning to 
eat outside. However, when it becomes 
inevitable to eat en masse, one must go 
for a Dutch treat, commonly known as the 
American system, at which each person 
has to pay for his or her share of the ex-
penses. 

Followed religiously all the time, this ‘not 
tonight Josephine’ approach may help 
other people know one is not that kind of 
person who would welcome people visiting 
his home. Another simpler way to avoid 
guests is to be a mean host, or someone 
who never lets his visitors step inside his 
home and always tries to wrap up the 
meeting at the doorstep as quickly as he 
can. If a visitor somehow manages to come 
in, one should remain open to other options 
capable enough to turn away a persona 
non grata. 

This revered objective can be achieved 
by making one’s guests feel uncomfortable 
when sitting in one’s home. For instance, 
this can be done with  tea served without 

sugar or too much of it, while one can also 
add some other spices to turn the ‘guest’ 
upside down. 

From switching off lights on the pretext 
of electricity load-shedding to turning on 
the air-conditioner at its peak efficiency 
in the middle of December, one is free to 
think and use any alternatives to make 
one’s guests leave the place in no time. 
It is better to have prior knowledge about 
the likes and dislikes of one’s friends and 
relatives, as this unique information could 
help one do the same whenever they arrive 
unwanted. 

Guest-avoidance tactics are difficult 
to implement, when you are undesirably 
visited by your relatives, particularly your 
in-laws. However, a steady and unwaver-
ing attitude toward relatives pays dividends 
in the long-run. For example,  my friend’s 
mother-in-law, who was frightened of pets, 
happened to be a frequent visitor at his 
house. Making the most of her pet phobia, 
my friend brought a couple of Persian cats 
to keep his mother-in-law away from his 
home for good. It was as simple as that. 

Since everybody has his or her limits, it 
is always advisable to test one’s limits to 
see the results. To be very honest, such 
methods, based on trial and error, deliver 
results one day if they are followed con-
sistently with full determination. Not all the 
people have the guts to say ‘get lost’ to 
their guests. It is also rare in our culture to 
ask our visitors to become a paying guest. 
Therefore, it is better to adopt a rather 
polite way to drive a guest away from your 
home. One just needs to wake up the 
creative side of one’s brain and be as inhu-
man as one can to get rid of unwelcome 
guests. 

Try your luck now and have a guest-free 
life thereafter. 

- Faizan Usmani

Be My Guest But
Pay for the Rest 

One needs to wake up the creative side of one’s brain to get rid of unwanted guests.






